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2. Project Objectives and Components:    

 a. Objectives:

  
The overarching objective of the Development Policy Loan  (DPL) program for Indonesia was to support the  

government's reform program in its quest to achieve sustained growth and poverty reduction .  The series of four 
DPLs was aimed to provide support and improvement in four key policy areas :  (i) macroeconomic stability and 
creditworthiness; (2) the investment climate; (3) public financial management and anti -corruption policies; and, 
(4) public service delivery.  The original DPL series was a two part operation, DPL  1 and DPL 2.  By the time of 
approval of this second DPL however, the third DPL was in the making but not yet the fourth .  Also, by then 
macroeconomic stability was being reestablished and creditworthiness gradually strengthened .  A major focus of 
DPL 2, therefore, was on creating fiscal space to accommodate poverty reduction goals .  Finally, the fourth 
policy area--public service delivery--was not yet an explicit focus of the program .
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 b.Were the project objectives/key associated outcome targets revised during implementation?     

    No

 c. Components (or Key Conditions in the case of DPLs, as appropriate): 

        
As mentioned, the DPL program was focused on four key policy areas .  The prior actions for each policy  

area and for each DPL were well integrated with the objectives and outcomes sought and well specified as  
witnessed by the close correspondence between triggers in one operation and prior actions for the next .  Over 
time, the program broadened somewhat as the number of prior actions increased from  10 for DPL 1 to 12 for 
DPL 2 and DPL 3 and 18 for DPL 4.

(1) Macroeconomic stability and creditworthiness

The program supported measures to reduce the debt burden, improve fiscal performance through  
mobilization of additional non-oil and gas revenues, and achieve an upgrade in the country's credit ratings .  
Quantified outcome indicators with baselines and targets were set for all three of these objectives .

(2) The investment climate

The focus in this area was to make Indonesia a more attractive place to invest and to strengthen its financial  
sector.  Major elements of reform were to increase the efficiency and diversity of the financial sector, improve the  
regulatory and institutional framework for trade and investment, and promote public -private partnerships in 
infrastructure.  There were 11 subobjectives, all but one quantified with baselines and targets :  reduce the state 
share in the banking system, eliminate blanket deposit guarantees, increase the non -bank financial institutions' 
(NBFI) asset share in total financial assets, increase lending to SMEs, increase the I /GDP ratio, reduce business 
start-up times, improve perceptions of the tax administration, reduce the time to get VAT refunds, improve  
perceptions of customs services, reduce import clearance times, and promote public -private partnerships in 
infrastructure.

(3) Public financial management and governance

There were six sub-objectives in this policy area:  improved availability of complete, reliable and timely  
budget information and financial statements; an improved capital budget disbursement pattern more equally  
spread over the year; improved cash management through a Single Treasury Account; an improved  
procurement regime; clarification of the decentralization regime; and, creation of an institutional framework for  
addressing corruption.  By their very nature, these subobjectives were difficult to quantify .

 d. Comments on Project Cost, Financing, Borrower Contribution, and Dates:     
        

DPL 2 was approved on Dec. 15, 2005 for US$400 million (IBRD), disbursed upon effectiveness, and closed  
on schedule on March 31, 2006.  

There was no cofinancing.  However, the Government of Japan and the Asian Development Bank provided  
parallel financing for DPL 2.

 3. Relevance of Objectives & Design:         
   

The program objectives and design were highly relevant .  It was well-aligned with the strategy outlined in the  
Bank's 2004-07 CAS.  It was initiated when both the economic and political situation in Indonesia were in  
transition.  The country was graduating from IMF-supported programs following a major crisis period and was  
moving from autocratic rule to democracy .  In view of this transition the program was flexible, with emphasis on  
macroeconomic stabilization and creditworthiness in the beginning .  The programmatic approach was not  
anchored to a coherent medium term framework from the start .  Instead, the Indonesian DPL program was  
designed to ensure continuity of reform implementation in the midst of a political and policy transition, during  
which time a medium term framework would develop.  Thus, the original DPL series was a two part operation,  
DPL 1 and DPL 2 .  By the time DPL 2 was being prepared, Indonesia had progressed from a CAS base case  
lending program to a high case and a decision was made to proceed with DPL  3, which at that time was 
considered to be the end of the series .  When the CAS period was subsequently extended by a year, DPL  4 was 
added to the series.  Concurrently the reform focus shifted from one operation to the next .  At first, with DPL 1 



and DPL 2, only the first three policy areas  (macro stability, the investment climate, public financial  
management) were part of the program.  With DPL 3, the fourth policy area (public service delivery) was added 
to the program.  Also, the focus in DPL 1 was on macroeconomic stability following Indonesia's exit from its  
post-crisis IMF program.  With macroeconomic stability underway, DPL  2 focused on creating more fiscal space  
to allow more pro-poor expenditure.  As more fiscal space developed DPL 3 and DPL 4 focussed on improving 
service delivery and deepening institutional reform .

 4. Achievement of Objectives (Efficacy):     
    

All prior actions in the program were complied with, which contributed to the following achievements and  
outcomes.  The overarching objectives of sustained growth and poverty reduction were achieved .  GDP growth 
accelerated from about 5 percent in 2003-04 to 5.7 percent in 2005.  The incidence of poverty declined from 
17.4 percent of the population in 2003 to 16.0 percent in 2005, although it should be added that poverty remains  
fairly high and a continuing issue.  The higher rates of economic growth did not translate in as much poverty  
reduction as had been expected and a large percentage of the population remains vulnerable to poverty .  The 
DPL program has attempted to address this issue by efforts to shift resources away from non -targeted subsidies 
to pro-poor spending, such as in education and health, and further improve targeting within pro -poor programs.  
But more ESW may be needed to better understand the complex relationship between economic growth and  
poverty reduction.  Progress in the policy areas was as follows .

(1) Macroeconomic stability and creditworthiness

The public debt burden declined from 59 percent of GDP in 2003 to 46 percent in 2005.  Standard and 
Poor's credit rating improved over time from B in  2003 to B+ in 2005.  Success in mobilizing additional non-oil 
and gas revenues was not spectacular but still these revenues increased .  The DPL 2 agenda to reduce 
untargeted subsidies to the non-poor succeeded.  Over 2005 the government raised fuel prices by more than  
150 percent, thereby reducing fuel subsidies from  4 percent of GDP in 2004 to 2.7 percent by 2007.  
Expenditures were shifted from untargeted fuel subsidies to poverty programs, education and health .  (In 2008, 
as oil prices skyrocketed, fuel subsidies rose again .)  On balance, efficacy in this area is rated  high.

(2) The investment climate

Major evidence of progress in this area was the increase in the I /GDP ratio from 19 percent in 2003 to 24 
percent by 2005.  In addition, the state share in Banks declined .  The blanket deposit guarantee which came into  
existence following the 1997 financial crisis was eliminated and reduced in a phased manner .  Loans to SMEs 
as a percent of total loans increased slowly, but progress in raising the ratio of NBFI assets as a percent of total  
assets was slower than expected .  The overall evidence on other business climate indicators  (new business 
start-up times, time to get VAT refunds, import clearance times, perceptions of customs and tax administration  
procedures) points to slow improvement, yet evidence from different surveys is often inconclusive .  On balance, 
efficacy in this area is substantial.

(3) Public financial management and governance

A major achievement in this area has been the transition over the period of the DPL program from multiple  
(18,000) bank accounts handling government funds to a single treasury account regime .  Also, transparency in 
the management of government finances has improved through increased public disclosure, and a number of  
institutions have been created to investigate and prosecute corruption cases .  On the other hand, progress 
towards improving the procurement regime has been slow, and efforts to reduce bunching of capital  
expenditures in the last quarter of the year have failed .  On balance, efficacy in this area is rated  substantial.

 5. Efficiency (not applicable to DPLs):         
         N/A

aaaa....    If available, enter theIf available, enter theIf available, enter theIf available, enter the     Economic Rate of ReturnEconomic Rate of ReturnEconomic Rate of ReturnEconomic Rate of Return     ((((ERRERRERRERR))))////Financial Rate of ReturnFinancial Rate of ReturnFinancial Rate of ReturnFinancial Rate of Return ((((FRRFRRFRRFRR))))    at appraisal and theat appraisal and theat appraisal and theat appraisal and the     
rererere----estimated value at  evaluationestimated value at  evaluationestimated value at  evaluationestimated value at  evaluation ::::        

                     Rate Available? Point Value Coverage/Scope*

Appraisal % %



ICR estimate % %
* Refers to percent of total project cost for which ERR/FRR was calculated.

 6. Outcome:     

    
The DPL program was highly relevant and, as detailed in section  4, achieved substantial efficacy in the  

pursuit of its objectives.  Major achievements in the area of macroeconomic stabilization were a steady decline  
in the public debt burden and a steady improvement in Standard and Poor's credit ratings .  The investment 
climate improved as witnessed by a steady increase in the I /GDP ratio, while the state share in Banks declined .  
On the institutional front also major progress was registered .  Prime examples include the transition from 
multiple bank accounts handling government funds to a single treasury account regime, much improved  
transparency in the management of government finances, and the creation of a number of institutions to  
investigate and prosecute corruption cases .  There were few major shortcomings towards achievement of the  
DPL program objectives, the most notable including slow progress towards public procurement reform and  
continued weak budget execution, with about half of all capital expenditures still spent in the last quarter .

  aaaa.... Outcome RatingOutcome RatingOutcome RatingOutcome Rating ::::  Satisfactory

 7. Rationale for Risk to Development Outcome Rating:     
    

The DPL program has benefited from strong government commitment and the policy achievements were an  
integral part of the government's reform agenda, thus limiting risks to development outcomes .  Some of the 
reforms, such as those in the area of public financial management, carry a low probability of reversal, and the  
decreasing debt/GDP ratio has lowered macroeconomic risks .  At the same time, Indonesia is not immune to  
world events and some of the achievements in the macroeconomic, financial and investment climate areas are  
vulnerable to adverse developments in world economic conditions .

   
     aaaa....    Risk to Development Outcome RatingRisk to Development Outcome RatingRisk to Development Outcome RatingRisk to Development Outcome Rating ::::  Moderate

 8. Assessment of Bank Performance:        

  
The Bank worked closely with the government to identify reforms through Bank AAA and to set up  

mechanisms to follow progress.  The program was well-designed as witnessed by the close correspondence  
between triggers in one operation and prior actions for the next .  The program was grounded in solid AAA.  
The Bank cooperated effectively with the Government of Japan and the Asian Development Bank in  
harmonizing the approach to development policy lending .

    aaaa....    Ensuring QualityEnsuring QualityEnsuring QualityEnsuring Quality ----atatatat----EntryEntryEntryEntry ::::Satisfactory

    bbbb....    Quality of SupervisionQuality of SupervisionQuality of SupervisionQuality of Supervision ::::Satisfactory

    cccc....    Overall Bank PerformanceOverall Bank PerformanceOverall Bank PerformanceOverall Bank Performance ::::Satisfactory

 9. Assessment of Borrower Performance:        

The government was fully committed to the DPL program .  The borrower's reform efforts were focused  
and intense and this was reflected in implementation of the DPL program without any delays .  Government 
agencies in charge of program implementation worked closely with Bank counterparts and relied on the  
reform agenda as it grew out of the Bank's AAA.
 

    aaaa....    Government PerformanceGovernment PerformanceGovernment PerformanceGovernment Performance ::::Satisfactory

    bbbb....    Implementing Agency PerformanceImplementing Agency PerformanceImplementing Agency PerformanceImplementing Agency Performance ::::Satisfactory

    cccc....    Overall Borrower PerformanceOverall Borrower PerformanceOverall Borrower PerformanceOverall Borrower Performance ::::Satisfactory



 10. M&E Design, Implementation, & Utilization:     
   

Monitoring and evaluation was an integral part of the program .  Indicators of progress were identified and  
baseline data developed.  Implementation was monitored through government statistics and surveys .

As outcomes materialized or progress lagged, the DPL program shifted emphasis as warranted, which in  
some cases, such as in infrastructure, led to the emergence of a separate Infrastructure DPL, in recognition of  
the importance of the sector.

 aaaa....  M&E Quality RatingM&E Quality RatingM&E Quality RatingM&E Quality Rating ::::  

 11. Other Issues (Safeguards, Fiduciary, Unintended Positive and Negative Impacts): 

   

12121212....    RatingsRatingsRatingsRatings:::: ICRICRICRICR  IEG ReviewIEG ReviewIEG ReviewIEG Review Reason forReason forReason forReason for     
DisagreementDisagreementDisagreementDisagreement ////CommentsCommentsCommentsComments

OutcomeOutcomeOutcomeOutcome :::: Satisfactory Satisfactory

Risk to DevelopmentRisk to DevelopmentRisk to DevelopmentRisk to Development     
OutcomeOutcomeOutcomeOutcome ::::

Moderate Moderate

Bank PerformanceBank PerformanceBank PerformanceBank Performance :::: Satisfactory Satisfactory

Borrower PerformanceBorrower PerformanceBorrower PerformanceBorrower Performance :::: Satisfactory Satisfactory

Quality of ICRQuality of ICRQuality of ICRQuality of ICR ::::
    

Exemplary

NOTESNOTESNOTESNOTES:
- When insufficient information is provided by the Bank for IEG  to  
arrive at a clear rating, IEG will downgrade the relevant  ratings as  
warranted beginning July 1, 2006.
- The "Reason for Disagreement/Comments" column could 
cross-reference other sections of the ICR Review, as appropriate .

 13. Lessons:     
   

The ICR provides good lessons, two of which stand out .  

First, government ownership is always crucial .  However, more importantly, a reform process driven by  
the government's own agenda, which fully incorporates practical and political constraints, may be slower than  
often considered desirable by the Bank but has a much higher likelihood of succeeding .

Second, constant dialogue between government counterparts and the Bank in the reform process is  
essential for success.  The presence of field staff in crucial reform areas considerably facilitates this dialogue .

 

 14. Assessment Recommended?     Yes No

    Why?Why?Why?Why?
This was a successful program for a major Bank borrower and the ICR provides important lessons for  

development policy lending.  Because DPLs are rapidly becoming one of the Bank's prime lending instruments,  
it is important to maximize learning from success



 15. Comments on Quality of ICR:     

The ICR is first-rate.  It is very well written, clear and candid .  It provides a balanced treatment of progress  
made and obstacles which could not be resolved .  It is both concise and covers all the information needed to  
evaluate the program and appreciate the nature and challenges of remaining issues .  The ICR also contains a 
good set of useful and practical lessons .

    aaaa....Quality of ICR RatingQuality of ICR RatingQuality of ICR RatingQuality of ICR Rating ::::    Exemplary


